
How big does a 
dog playground 

need to be?

Questions that will challenge 
your perception of design



How do you put a value on great design?

The real answer is in the benefits brought to the lives of the end 
users. 50 design questions answered showcases solutions to the 
challenges faced by designers of the buildings and urban areas 
that shape the world around us. 

The changing needs of society and the planet – from economic 
instability to climate change and population growth – are driving 
an increased appetite among nations, cities and businesses for 
bold new design projects that are fit to face the future.

In tackling these global issues, Arup, arguably one of the most 
creative firms in the world, always poses the question: ‘can it  
be better designed?’. It is the desire to address this question  
that sets it apart.  

This intriguing book offers inspiration to designers, architects and 
engineers worldwide by providing a glimpse of the thinking behind, 
and transformative effect of, smartly designed urban spaces and 
improvements to both the built and natural environment.

50 design questions answered can be purchased in hardback 
from design bookshops and is available to download as an 
iPad app from the App Store. (See inside back cover for 
details of an exclusive reader offer.)

Engineers  
and the poetics 
of space  
– Elizabeth 
Farrelly

Defying the 
cynics to give 
London a new 
landmark – 
Boris Johnson

Natural 
disasters can 
bring out the 
best in design  
– Shigeru Ban

How do you 
help rebuild 
lives after a 
tsunami?

How do you 
farm food in 
the heart of 
a city?

How did 
this fig tree 
inspire a 
building’s 
design?
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Project name: Shanghai WFC, Ping An IFC, Kingkey 100 Finance Tower
Designed for: Mori Building Co. Ltd., Ping An Insurance (Group), Kingkey Group  
Designed with: Kohn Pedesen Fox Associates (KPF), (Shanghai WFC and Ping An IFC)

How can a  

wheelchair user  

exit a burning  

building?P
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Can a 
building 
float? 
Project name: Stedelijk Museum
Designed for: City of Amsterdam
Designed with: Benthem Crouwel Architects 

For the full story, 50 design questions 
answered is available in hardback and 
from the App Store (see inside back 
cover for more details).
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Shigeru 
 Ban
Natural disasters  
can bring out the  
best in design

“ Architects’ solutions can make  
a huge difference in society. One 
area in particular – which may 
seem unusual given the chaos 
they cause – is when natural 
disasters occur. In the aftermath 
of earthquakes, communities 
need the specialist skills of 
architects to construct the best 
temporary housing”

Shigeru Ban is a Japanese architect 
known for his innovative work with paperP
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How do you  
help rebuild  
lives after a 

tsunami?

One of the most important things following a 
disaster is to provide secure temporary housing 
for those people displaced by the event, whose 
lives have been turned upside down

Project name: Multi-storey Container  
Temporary Housing, Japan
Designed for: Town of Onagawa-cho
Designed with: Shigeru Ban Architects
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Project name: East River Waterfront Esplanade, US 
Designed for: New York City Economic Development 
Corporation
Designed with: SHoP Architects, Daniel Frankfurt,  
Ken Smith 

The dog playground on  
New York’s East River Waterfront 
Esplanade is 4,750 square feet. 

The transformation of the  
two-mile riverfront has turned a 
derelict wasteland into a vibrant 
park attracting joggers, cyclists, 
sunbathers and dog walkers

How big does a 
dog playground 
need to be?
Project name: East River Waterfront Esplanade 
Designed for: New York City Economic 
Development Corporation
Designed with: SHoP Architects,  
Daniel Frankfurt, Ken Smith 

For the full story, 50 design questions 
answered is available in hardback  
and from the App Store (see inside 
back cover for more details).P
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Elizabeth 
Farrelly
Engineers and the 
poetics of space

“ The next millennium, if we are 
to avoid catastrophe, must be the 
green millennium … And the best, 
most dramatic and most reliable 
motivator of human behavioural 
change is beauty”

Elizabeth Farrelly is a Sydney-based 
architecture critic and authorP
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How did this fig 
tree inspire a 
building’s design?
The distinctive fig-tree 
columns that hold up 
Brisbane’s tallest office  
block – One One One Eagle 
Street – emulate the way 
plants grow towards the light

Project name: One One One Eagle Street, Australia
Designed for: The GPT Group
Designed with: Cox Rayner Architects
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How do you

food in the heart of a city?

Project name: COFCO Agricultural Eco Valley, China
Designed for: COFCO Corporation
Designed with: Moore Ruble Yudell Architects & 
Planners, Pure Design LLC

As more people move to China’s urban centres to take 
advantage of city amenities, valuable farming and growing 
skills are being lost, leading to a reliance on imported food. 
The Beijing Eco Valley aims to balance inhabitants’ needs 
for modern metropolitan services with a sustainable,  
low-carbon, high-quality domestic food supplyIll
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Project name: Al Bahar Towers, UAE
Designed for: Abu Dhabi Investment Council
Designed with: Aedas, Diar Consultants

How can a  
building’s skin  
adapt to the 
weather?
A moving veil tracks the sun’s 
position and shades the Abu 
Dhabi Investment Council, 
Al Bahar building. It reduces 
the need for air conditioning, 
minimising energy use
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 Boris
Johnson
Defying the cynics  
to give London  
a new landmark

Boris Johnson is  
the Mayor of LondonP
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50 design questions answered 
Arup Design Book

EXCLUSIVE OFFER
For a limited time only, you can purchase 
a copy of 50 design questions answered 
for just £25, plus P&P (RRP: £30). 
Available in all major currencies. 

Go to: www.harriman-house.com/
arupdesignbook and enter code 
ARUP5025 at the checkout.

Also available from design bookshops 
and Amazon, it can be downloaded  
as an iPad app from the App Store.

50 design questions answered 
Arup Design Book
ISBN: 978-0-9538239-4-9

www.arup.com

Published by Wardour, www.wardour.co.uk

 “In some ways, the 
ArcelorMittal Orbit’s 
journey mirrors that  
of the London 2012 
Olympic and Paralympic 
Games. People doubted 
whether both could be 
pulled off and were 
sceptical of the legacy 
they would leave  
… Orbit is a lasting  
reminder of the great  
talent, endurance  
and world firsts that  
represented the Games”



50 design questions answered 
Arup Design Book
ISBN: 978-0-9538239-4-9




